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L
DETA PLEDGES, led byardent heD-maste- rs, poured out their devotion to their section and to the
' women of various dorm in Saturday morning serenades - -
.
"r ;
Open Visitekordihq To Questionnaire Results
by SUSIE ESTTLL V
Dean ; ofHousjing, ' Caroj,
.Morrison' recentlj7received the
resuus .01 ine nousing question-
naire which students filled out last
quarter, The 'purpose of the
questionnaire was to ; help the
housing staff determine students'
preferences of different living and
, visitation options under the new
Code " of Social Responsibility.
Automobile Hits
Section Pledge
- On Saturday night, during the
last hours of Hell Week, freshman
- Paul Speirling was hit by a car :
during a 1st Section "trust walk."
Although he was carried on the
hood of the car for more than 100
feet, he suffered no injuries.
had" been-- The Beta -- pledges
crossingBeall
,
Ave.;: in a group
around 8:30 - pjn. from the
. Bissman Hafl side of the street to
the Compton Hall side. They were
together in a fine, all blind-folde- d.
Active section members,. waiting
for a break-i- n traffic, guided the
pledges out to cross and remained
in both lanes to direct on-comi- ng
traffic. . ' -- ' . -- : '
According to witnesses,- - a car
' going south on Beall responded
: only slightly to me' waving hands of
the men directing traffic. Although
the driver slowed down, he never
the pledges were pued away in
time, Spierling was btKnped and
knocked onto the hood.$
A witness said that even then
; the driver did not step, but rather
sped up. By that time Spierling had
pulled off his bfindf old and jumped
riff of the car. The driver then
- rapidly left the scene.
Betas are claiming "hit and run"
but campus security informed the
Voice mat the driver, after leaving
the scene in a panic, , had
immeJSately called the police.
- With only
.
thirty-fiv- e or forty
questionnaires yet to be turned in,
students overwhelnungh chose to
live in places where hours would
be self-determin- ed (91.6 of the
women and ,94.9 of the men).
- The significant .figures however,
are those in the section which
. asked students what visitation
hours they would choose.
Approximately 82 (998) of the
respondents checked that they
would prefer no limitations on
visiting hours. Eighty-eigh- t
students replied that they would
choose the 10-- 1, 10--2 : option.
Twenty-fiv- e people felt they would
prefer no visitation at aQ and
twenty-on- e would choose -- the
. present visitation hours. Sixty-fiv- e
students would choose an option
not fisted on the questionnaire.
Round Table Discussion Examines
Pros and Cons Of Nuclear Energy.
U by LOUISE A. BLUM
. A "round table" discussion
- developed into a semi-heate- d
debate last Sunday night as ten .
representatives from the fields of
the natural sciences, the social
: sciences, and the humanities met
to discuss the future of nuclear
-- energy. Present to proffer
opinions were Doctors Kieffer and
Reinheimer of the; Chemistry
departments Whitney of Biology,
Osgood of Geology, Russet of
Physics, Bumell of Economics,
Kom and Hustwit of Philosophy,
and two - non-facul- ty members:.:
; Houston of the OARC and Dwell, .
'
an energy researcher.
The first - aspect discussed
'concerned the 'disposal of nuclear
.
waste, a question to which Kieffer
replied that the problem could not
be solved in the traditional hope of
burying waste somewhere, but
rather by
.
storing it in isolated
above-groun- d repositories where
.it could be constantly monitored -
4 Y 4J
1
Despite themajority of students
choosing-t- o determine an open
.visitation, policy --S5 ..sUl 1
considered the type --of housing
option as the most important
'i factor in making a decision where
they would live.. Twenty-nin- e
. percent would base their decisions
on the type of room, while only -
11 of the students felt the
visitation policy would be then-- first
consideration. These results made .
it necessary to look beyond the
visitation hours and find where
students want to Eve next year.
32 would five in a single sex
residence hall; 25 prefer a coed
program house,. 16 would
choose the single sex small house
option; 9 favored a single sex
cont'd, on pg. 6 .
and easily moved if a' better .
solution were to be found, "We
are," Kieffer admitted, "creating a
problem for future generations."
Dwell added that because 13 of
the United States power is
nuclear, we can no longer afford to
conrd. on pg. 3Saturday's Tennis
Results In Injury
A van carrying the coach and a
number of players on the Wooster
women's tennis team was involved
in ;; an : accident Jast Saturday
morning on the way to a scheduled
match at the University of Toledo.
The accident occurred when
driver Dr. Maria Sexton blacked
out for an unknown reason. The
van first rammed into a guard
railing, men into a sign and rolled
down a h21.
,
.The most serious injury
resulting from the wreck was
suffered by Nina Gordon, who was
left with four cracked vertebrae.
Copeland Claims Tuition
Increase Is Only 8.5
by LOUISE A. BLUM 5
Once ; again, the College of
Wooster has been proven the
victim of the ever-increasi- ng rate
of inflation. The tuition currently
paid , by the students is $5,670.
Next year, it will be $6,150, an!
increase of 8.46.
The college has three sources of
revenue: tuition and fees, which
together comprise about 68,
endowment earnings, and gifts.
Wooster, explained Bill Baud,
Vice-preside-
nt of , Academic
Affairs, has the "same inflation
that everyone else has." Yet the
college has succeeded in confining
its increase to a lower rate than
has inflation. Inflation has risen by
10, tuition by only 8.5. The
main reason for this lowered rate
of increase, Baud explained, is
that' the college feels a "moral
obligation" to stay within the
guidelines set by President Carter.
9.2 is the maximum permissabie
rate of price increases. According
to President Copeland, several
letters have been received from
parents congratulating him on
succeeding in this effort.
inflation j. an jgoescapable...
problem viewed with much unrest.
The main problem, President
Copeland revealed, is that costs
for the coming year are
determined in February. But by
the time the end of the year is
reached, it is discovered that costs
have accelerated in the meantime.
What especially concerns
Copeland is the fact that1 the
increases in the salaries of the
faculty are below the rate of
increase in inflation -- a situation he
termed a "critical phenomena."
The quality of the faculty,
Copeland asserted, is the
"foundation on which the future is
bunt."
When asked about those
colleges whose policy is that the
amount of tuition paid by the
entering freshman is the tuition he
pays for the next three years,
Baird's response was that it was
"not possible," although the .
College was aware of it and had
considered it. Another plan
considered entailed allowing the
entering freshman the option of '
paying all four years of tuition at
one time. - inus avowing me
Team Accident
Of Four Women
Other injured women included
Brooke Bashore who .received a
head concussion, along with Dr.
Sexton and Audie Wynn who both
suffered broken noses on top of
other moderate injuries. The other
three girls, Barb Gressens, Pam
Hampton and Jane Oder escaped
without any serious injury.
Nina Gordon remains in the
hospital, but it is projected that she
wQl be up and around soon. She
will be required to wear a back
brace for four months and will be
unable to play tennis for six
months.
' increases that follow, and allowing
the college to invest this money in
the meantime. But such a plan, as
it would mean establishing one
' tuition rate for wealthy students
and another for those less wealthy,
has been more or less rejected.
One plan Copeland is hoping to
implement as a means for
decreasing costs would be to buy
supplies in bulk- - with other
colleges, thus reducing prices. The
college is, Copeland declared,
"always looking for ways to do the
same quality work for lesser cost."
There were, of course,
.
alternatives to this increase in
tuition. It might have been possible
to lower costs, but, Baird
explained, that "would have meant
making the college less attractive."
Lowry Center activities could be
cont'd, on pg. 6
Students Attack
Nuclear Power
Six concerned Wooster
students traveled 15 hours this
past weekend to join, with 3,500
other demonstrators irr Groton,
Connecticut, .The group
--participated in a "protest against
the U.S.S. OHIO, a Trident
submarine which was christened
by Rosaline Carter on Saturday
morning.
The objection to the Trident
submarine is that it carries enough
nuclear weaponry to destroy 408
cities. The submarine is one more
example of the growing arms race
and the dangers of nuclear power.
The peace demonstration.
beginning early m the morning,
centered around the gates of
where the christening ceremony
was taking place. The atmosphere
created by the protesters was one
of sorrow; mourning the sadness
of the celebration of the threat to
peace.
Officials, upon exiting from the
ceremony' grounds, were
confronted with the united
crowd's chant of, "All we are
saying is give peace a chance."
Although the demonstration was,
for the most part, peaceful, 230
protesters -- were arrested for
disorderly conduct.
The Wooster students involved
in the demonstration were John
Rider, Aldon Hines, Susan Reid,
Kathy Chiccoia, Becky Collins
and Andy Robertson. Other
demonstrators included citizens of
aU ages, representing Christian,
socialist and anti-nucle- ar groups
from around the country.
John Rider stated that the
Wooster group had planned their
participation in order to
illustrate their belief that "peace
can be achieved only if people are
willing to support it by active
means on a continual basis."
Aldon Hines stressed that it was
made clear by the demonstration
that something can be done to
ggftt nuclear warfare.
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Why Should HellWzli
Impose Oii All Of Us?
This past week I have witnessed the screaming and giggling of
women at 2 ajn. as they carried out "hosing activities, the
humiliation of a group of Pi-Kap- pa pledges in Mom's where they had
gathered to sing songs, a group of women entering a dorm with high- - .
pitched voices interrupting an important program that was taking
place in that dorm and obscenities shouted by men section-membe- rs
to each other across the squad. Yes, Hell Week descended upon the
campus last week leaving virtually no student untouched. '
Admittedly, clubs and sections have made worthy contributions to
both campus and community life, but "Hell Week" is one unfortunate
side-effe- ct that accompanies them. Certainly, dubs and sections
have the right to carry on intiation activities as they see fit. When
those activities disrupt, disturb and awaken the uriinvolved portion of
the student body, the situation becomes, in a word, deplorable.
Interruptions such as the ones above, while they may seem to be
minor, definitely do interrupt the normal course of a student's life.
"Hell Week" is fine for the sections and clubs, but must the rest of the
campus be put through Hell as well?
Perhaps the issue of "Hell Week" should best be directed at the
non-participan- ts those students who put up with unnecessary
interruptions without complaint Many of these, interruptions are, in
fact, violations of the Code of Conduct and should be dealt with. I
urge all independent students who are upset about their treatment
during Hell Week to contact ISC, their Hall Council or Campus
Council. Hell Week should not be allowed to continue disrupting the .
fives of the entire student body.
TED.
Humanities House Option
Not as Popular Why?
by Dianna Trover
On Monday, students were
apprehensively checking their
mailboxes expecting a letter which
would decide their living quarters
for the corning year. At noon,
, jiinaJlyjOTtS-iecwel.abktt-er --
'
--stating that their applications had
been ' accepted for Douglass
Humanities House or had been
placed on a waiting Est. The odds
for acceptance were slightly better
this year than previously, since the
number of applications dropped
despite Douglass being one of the
more attractive housing options
on campus. When the residents
eH3nd ;CoHrect6f of the dorm, Tim-;r- t
yarr'WVe;:were asked to state
reasons for thl decline, their
responses were quite varied.
.
The main reason for the decline
according to Van Wye was that
the applications were due so early
in the - quarter. "Many disap-
pointed people came- - by who
wanted to five in Douglass, but
simply weren't aware that the
deadline was April 2. Others may
be opting for the other co-e- d
housing units of Babcock and
Wagner, or will be living off
campus.
Residents of Douglass offered
other reasons for the decline in
applications. Some who are not
reapplying are hoping to be RA's
while others felt that Douglass
people were a very close knit
group, almost like a section, and ' ,
did not reach out to persons
outside the dorm. Other residents
felt just the opposite. "Douglass
residents tend to be close to each
other, but . programs definitely
reach out to the campus. "Out in
.-.-
the. Code,.., a discussion of the . X
'Code ofConduct, --was held far-- 1.
quarter, and faculty firesides and
discos were open to the entire
campus.''
"Campus Racism Is Serious
Dear Editor,
In my view, the problem of
racism is the single most serious
issue facing the College of
Wooster's alleged "community.''
Racism is a cancer if we do
nothing to prevent and remove it,
we only serve to. promote and
prolong it.
It is because of this need for
active resistance to racism here at
Wooster that I have prepared this
fist of twelve proposals which will
be put before the Administration
in the near future. .
Proposal 1
To create the position of
admissions intern for Black
Admissions with duties solely in
the area of black admissions.
Would replace the present
admissions intern whose present .
duties are more broad. This move
would necessitate some
redistribution of duties among the
other members of the admissions
staff. - " 1 .
Proposal 2 -
.To require that all students take
a course in minority studies,
(includes Black Studies, Women's
Studies, American Indians, etc)
.
Proposal 3
To provide the . Affirmative
Action Officer of the College with
more authority in the filling of .
faculty and administrative
vacancies. This proposal would
' ? IN : SEARCH OF
J. SCALES
provide the Affirmative Action
-- officer with the authority to
participate with each department
in the initial search and the
formulation of the fist of 8 to 10
applicants. V , .
Proposal 4
To create the position of Black
Affairs Coordinator of the College.
Proposal 5
To split the funding for the
foreign student search in half and
utilize the remainder in black high
school student searches all over
this country.
Proposal 6
For the College to state in all of
its employment advertisements
that it is an "affirmative action
hirer."
Proposal 7
To establish a student-facult- y
committee tq oversee and report
on black admissions each year.
' Such reports would come out in
the fall of each year and be made
available to the general public as
well as the news media.
Proposal 8
.
.-
-'
To have black COW students,
whenever possible, accompany
any recruiter who is traveling to a '
high school with greater than 50
black enrollment- -
.-
- v .
r Proposal 9 ,
To set up a program bi which .
the professors in me Black Studies
THE HOLY GRAIL.
--
. .
7 '
- lT'X
- .
('
JT . y "lTcA out for
':
Anti-Discriminati- on Proposals Advised
Department would be available to
predominantly black high schools
for the purpose of lecturing on
topics closely associated with the
black community , .
Proposal 10 : ' .
For the College to publicly set
the goal of doubling present black
enrollment bv 1981 and tripling it
by 1984.
.
' ":
- Proposal 11
For, the College to publicly set
c thjfloaj of doubling the JSHtRber of
present Jbiack faculty jembers by
1983.-!- r -- ,,.- -
: Proposal 12
. cont'd, on pg. 4
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SGfeftJews' Briefs
- The Dean's .Staff - has
- rrmnlttd .. tahularirm of next
- year's housing bption survey. The
results showed that 91 of the
l he social Altairs iornrruttee
SAf"!l t rnnniHarina --the
"
-- . administration of a student survey
accordinq to SAC Chairman Grea
; Hook, . would . provide a more
-
"detailed understanding of student
.1 v 1 r i i mneeas. muonunaieiy, .ine iacK oi
V funds is "delaying the project. .
.
" Applications for several
student government positions are
. available tn the SuA office (Lowry
"5-1- fi Pom-tru- e mtorotttoA m
. Judicial Board, - Potpourri
'--
., eriitnrshtns. Trustee and Faeultu
-
--
- cnrnrnittees are uroprt tv armlu
before April 27.
Student organizations in need
of money for this quarter are
' advised that SGA fund requests,'
due Apr3 23, are available in Lowry
G-1- 6.
Campus Council is preparing
.1VSS nVIJfOft -- UM JSW)9 WAtteiition on a possible revision o
. and on improved campus
-
.
cornmunication. Campus Council
- r also needs a new Treasurer and a
: new Secretary; persons interested
in these positions are asked to talk
iu cuiy uiifU9 vuuiiui iiicuwu
SAB Schedules
1 Mntr Tzrtor Dsiir
- For those of you who did not
t -a i j r r i -
.
- convicted .of : five .. counts of
-
. cannibalism. In 1874, Packer was
.
....
- said to have killed and eaten five '
" gold prospectors he had been
hired to guide through the Rocky
r . Mountains of Colorado. Because
Colorado had . just joined the
- - union, it had not re-enact- ed its"
SMMUi penally, aiiu rauwi was.
sentenced to fife imprisonment'-Tri- e
judge at his trial was recorded- -
i - j arm - l. .
. io nave saio, i ikic was nuysu
- Democrats m all Hinsdale County,)a Vjmrl tinti lrul marinating nn of a
-- id bitch, you ate fweof them. X
To -- coinmemorate this : great .
. man, uie oiuaem namues oodra
- sponsors an Alfred E. Packer Day
.
which wiB be held' this year on
"- - Friday, May 18. This will be a day
- fiDed with craziness, music, fun,
and hopefully, nice weather. To
- heln aet into the soirit of this dav.
- the &A.B. Publicity Committee
would Eke to begin now with an
Alfred E. Packer Day T-shi-rt
Contest To enter, submit a simple
-- non sketch of uour creative idea
for this year's T-shi-rt to the SAB.
office by April 16. The T-shir- ts
- from the previous two years are on
v display behind the front desk of
Lowry Center. This year's winner
.
wiO receive a whopping $8.43, phis
''
a free T-shi-rt ' ... ,t : ,
Red Cross Blood
" Drive Needs You
The Red . Cross Btoodmobile
.-
- rnruw tn the CoReoe of WoOSter
' campus twice a year in search of
those brave enough to save fives
by sacrificing an hour of their time.
i ii0 mi in nrnrPM or cmma dkxxi
costs the donor neither penny nor
pain and yet the value it has to the
'i' recipient is priceless. X
' :' '
i
" Please join the efforts of the Red
.
Cross on Wednesday, April 18,
The Student Activities Fund
budget will soon be considered by
Campus Council. A Est of
suggestions for this fund will be
" prepared at the next meeting of
SGA,. Monday, April 16 at 7:15
p.m. If you have any ideas on how
your, activity money, should be
spent, share: them with your
S.GA representative or offer :
them at the next meeting.
Ar "Gripe Session" is :
tentatively scheduled for April" 30,
where members of the administra-- '
tion, faculty, and student body will
have an opportunity to voice their '
campus concerns.
Reminder Every- - Monday
Campus Council meets at 3 p.m.
in Lowry 119 and SGA meets at
7:15 p.m. in the Lowry Ballroom.
Both meetings are open to the
campus community.
India Studies
Still Available
t-
- The oldest off-camp-us program
at the College is the Wooster-in-- ;
India Program. Begun nearly fifty
Iryears ago, this 'program makes
-- possible the opportunity for
students to study Indian .culture,
language and . thought while
residing at the . Ewing Christian .
College campus in the city of
Allahabad, situated in the central
Gangebc Plains. Because of the '
L'beral nature of this Program,
much of one's experience in India
, involves travel for this reason
EC.C. is geographically ideally
situated.
iV,F o t. m p re infpr ma tion
; ncerning the parbailars of the
.
India Connectjon" please contact
Professors Braj Sinha, or Gordan
. Shufl. rNamaste" - (salutations to
the God within you.)
.
Black Ensemble
Plans Concerts ;
The Wooster Black Ensemble, a
newly formed organizatiorv is a
group of approximately 25 college
students who -- are dedicated to
singing: Gospel as well as other '
forms of musk.' The choir began
last quarter, under the direction of
Michelle Tarver with its first ,
concert in Lowry Pit during Black
History week. - ;
The choir will be perforniiitgtwo --
concerts on.campus this quarter.
The first will be on Sunday, April ;
15 (Easter Sunday) and the second --
on Sunday, May 13 (Mother's
Day) during Parents' Weekend,
both concerts will be performed in '
McGaw ChapeL All members of --
the college and the community are
invited to attend both concerts.
APuMcSmfccafMtn
clbdaybtl
ofthb rest cf
Mini Courses
Now Offered
- Mini Courses for the Spring
quarter are well under way. This
quarter courses in Breadbaking,
Scottish Dancing, the Greek
Kitchen, Bicycle Repair, Music
Appreciation, Macrame and
Identifying Sexism are being
offered. Additional sign-up- s are
available.
Three new courses have been
added to start next week. "They
are:
'
.
'
'Meditation - A Transcen-
dental Experience, Opening
the Door to Your . Life.
Instructor: Teresa Roiley.
Saturday afternoons from 1 to 2:30
in Lowry 119.
Magic and .Prestigious
Prestidigitation. Magician and
Instructor: Bob Wollenberg.
Thursday evenings at 7 in Lowry
119. - .
BaDoon Animals. A one night
only Mini Course! Learn how to
make aD sorts of animals from a
balloon. Instructor: Bob
Wollenberg. Thursday night, April
19 at 8 p.m. tn Lowry 119.
CPJL To be announced.
.
Sign-up- s are going on now
across from Lowry 119. ff you have
any questions contact David
Ward, Box 3007.
THIS MODERN DAY "DISCUS THKOWLK" was seen after
emerging from hibernation at the first sign of spring. Photo by
Leslie Schwartx.
Round Table Discussion
Analyzes Nuclear Power
cont'd, from pg. 1 '
-- 'scrap the whole industry.''
The constant question
concerning the adequacy of
operational procedures was
ventured, made more intense by
the causes behind the Three Mile
Island incident Kieffer's response
Boruch, President of The College
of Wooster's Alumni Board. Ms.
Scheffler-Wigge- n will speak about
her experiences as a Washington
lobbyist for the Women's Equity
Action League and . discuss ,
internship' possMti wlrie.Ms.
Boruch will discuss her personal
Speakers and Workshop Highlight
Women's Career Day Activities
Last year's First Annual
Women's Career Day, co-sponsor- ed
by 'the Women's
Resource Center and Career
Planning and Placement Service,
heloed women at The College of
Wboster begin to think abouC,1
careers as . a way of ue oy: l;
encouraging them to explore their
. career options, 2) introducing
them to viable role models, 3)
giving them information about
careers- - not often chosen by
. women, and 4) making it possible
for them to interview for a variety
of positions, h is important to
". continue this process with women
at the College until they routinely
exercise their career options. For
this reason, Career Planning and
Placement Service is sponsoring
the Second Annual Women's
. Career Day on Saturday, April
- 21, The format will include
seminars delivered by alumnae
. distinguished in their particular
fields, lectures arid interviews with
representatives from the business,
social service and health
professions, and discussions and
- interviews with graduate and
professional ' school representa-
tives. . '
..-Th-
is year's program will include
such persons as Beata Scheffler-Wigge- n,
a 1977 graduate of'
- Wooster, and Nancy Braund
year
:co it cexv ho thofirct day
cfccicicdy dec's, top.
April 13, 1979
career development and the
impact of The College of Wooster
on that development -
In preparation for Career' Day,
the CPPS staff is conducting
nightly (from April 9 through 19)
fife management, interviewing and
resume-writin- g workshops for
women who wish to improve their
stalls in these areas. Students who
are interested in the evening
workshops should sign up at the
table in front of the CPPS office.
Women who wish to interview
with employers should have their
resumes in the CPPS office by
April 18. v.
The Career Day program
activities on April 21 will be held in '
Lowry Center, Wishart and Kauke
Halls. A luncheon for career
resource people is being planned
by Deborah HOty office, and the
Assistant Career Coordinators .
will act as hosts to visiting
resource people during the day.
Career Day topics and an exact .
schedule of time and places for the
activities will be distributed
through the mail on April 16.
SGA Convention ;
For Ohio Schools
In Planning Stage
A planning committee was
formed to organize a student
government convention for small
liberal arts schools in Ohio. The
convention is tentatively planned
for next fafl quarter. Any student
wishing to serve on such a
committee or anyone interested in
chairing the committee should
contact Dave Guiley or Carol
TJattl . . - ... .
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was that "the safety of the nuclear
industry is by all means the best of
any industry.", The process of
creating nuclear power cannot be
isolated as the only perilous one. It
is far surpassed by the dangers of
mining coal.. . ; .
The problem of' emotional
reaction becoming confused' with
rational approach was introduced.
"A nuclear reactor," Kieffer
commented, "cannot blow up Eke
an atomic bomb." Nuclear power
is generated by a chain reaction.
Therefore, any threatening
complications will at once cause
the dispersion of the chain.
terminating the reaction.
.Ketr.TQTBxpfehlthe
theory behind a meltdown. The
reactor shuts itself off
automatically, concentrating the
problem in the action of the core.
In the presence of additional heat,
the core, already hot, wO reach
temperatures of about 1000 to
2000 degrees, melting its
container, and spreading into the
.
next containment. But this does
not merit immediate panic.' The
incident of the reactor meltdown
in Canada's Chalk River was cited,
an incident that did not result in
the release of any great amount of
radioactive material. The total
amount of radiation that each
person could glean from a
meltdown, Kieffer explained, "is
, the same as if you went to get a
chest X-ray- ."
The moderation of this
statement at once incurred
objections. Ekvel countered that
people were absorbing the
equivalent of a chest X-ra- y at a
distance of one mile from the
Hamburg plant, but that within
the plant the radiation was 75
times the lethal amount. The
response --to this assertion was
two-fol-d: First, no one was deep
enough in the plant to be affected
by that radiation, and second,
such an amount could not be
released in the first place.
EHvefl expanded the meltdown
explanation. A pool of water lies
beneath the reactor vessel If the
nuclear core were to melt through,
radioactive materials would be
released into the pool A steam
explosion would result, causing
the outer containment to yield
beneath the pressure and
discharging large quantities of
steam into the air, resulting in
dangerous levels of radiation for
miles dVwnwind. Because of the
possibility that the containment
-- , cont'd, on pg. S
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Quality Art Revealed Irt
1979 Ceramics Exhibition
Edith Franklin captures the
essence of functional ceramics in
her statement, "A pot is to use."
The Toledo potter continues: To
me the real challenge of potting is
to make something useful
beautiful." Ms. Franklin wiO
demonstrate her philosophy at the
1979 Functional Ceramics
Exhibition, where she and other
potters, including Karl Christian-son-,
Claude Conover, and Les
Miley will participate in a
workshop held in conjunction with
the exhibition. Both the exhibition
and the workshop are partially
funded by the Ohio Arts Councfl.
The sixth annual Functional
Ceramics Invitational runs from
April 8 through May 6 at The
College of Wooster Art Center
Museum, with an opening
reception at 2 p.m. April 8, 1979.
Ms. Phyllis Clark, assistant to the
museum director and coordinator
of the exhibition, has succeeded in
attracting such prominent artists
as Rose Cabot, Tom Coleman,
John Gfick and Robert Winokur,-alon- g
with other potters whose
output represents the finest in
functional ceramics today.
To be selected for the
exhibition, each piece of pottery
must be a completely rtandrnade,
original work from the basic clay
grog to the glaze (if used). The
nearly 300 pieces in the exhibition
are made of porcelain, stoneware,
. and earthenware, and represent
both traditional and innovative
approaches to shape, color, and
texture. The ceramics range from
delicately, sculptured, miniature
cups cto monumental-stonewar- e,
Kl 0
storage jars.
- The high level
.
of technical
accompfishment is evident in the
paper-thi- n body of the porcelain
bowls by Linda Read and in large
and heavy pieces such as Robert
Winokur's salt glazed covered jar,
as seen in the photograph. The
; potter-artist'- s mastery of shaping
wet clay, his capability in mixing
slips and glazes, and his control of '
the firing process are equalled by
many - original approaches to
making a useful object beautiful.
For connoisseurs of high quality
workmanship, Mr. Clark's
coordination, ofr the : 1979
Functional Ceramics Exhibition is '
a. must-se- e. The finely-tune- d
excellence of good craftsmanship,
continues with functional
ceramics, one of the new forms of
intimate artistry which serves man j
aesthetically' as well as;
.functjonally. Gallery hours are:
. Monday through Friday
9 a.m. -- 12 noon, 1 p.m. -- 4:30 p.m.;
and
Sunday 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
The exhibition is free with the
majority of the work on sale to the
general public.
.
-
-
-
-
Graduate School Workshops Instruct
Students on GRE., GMAT., and LSAT.
program.
On Thursday, April 19, at 8 p.m. The discussion wifl center on
in Compton Lounge, there will be graduate schools use the
a panel discionaoout tne UKt,
anaLoni. tne panra wui --
consist of Dean Rakas of Akron --
Law School, Walter Griggs of the
Case Western MBA Program, and
DeanSidderis of the Ohio State
University Graduate .SchpjoL,- -
mxssme&szrT
Cxzr
262-81- 66
Sandwiches and Salads
-
'
-
-
. of "
HERO jd:
Proportions
Attention College Students
Effective until April 22nd:
Buy any Vz sub and get
a 300 Coke for FREE!
MON-THUR- S. 10:30 am.--1 0:30. p.m.
FRI-SA- T til 12 a.m. --
: SUN 1 p.m.-10:-30 pm. ;
The Student Activities Board is
sponsoring a student photography :
show and contest from May 6
through May 19. All student
' photographers ' are x invited to
submit their photos in both black '
and white, and color categories.
First, second, and thud prizes of
$15, $10, and $5 will be awarded in
each category- - Applications for ,
-- the contest may be picked up in
the SAB. office (down the hafl
from Mom's). The deadline for
submitting entries is May 3rd. AS
photo entries must be matted, and
there is a Emit of five photos per
category per person. Additional
information concerning .; the
contest may be obtained through --
the S.A3. office (Ext 378 or 563).
Proposals Recommended
to Ease Discrimination '
cont'd, from pg. 2
.
For the College to dedicate itself
both in fact and in all public
relations materials as "An
Institution , for : Racial Under-
standing. . .
.To those who might react
negatively to all forms- - of
affirmative action, consider it this'
way: the situation facing
tests and study hints. The panel
wiH also be open to questions
about their individual .school's
program and admissions policies.
This panel discussion kicks off a
ries workshaes botrtthe
GRE. GMAT and LSAT.Thev will
take place at 8 p.m. m Compton
Loungejm Thursdays for the next
five weeks. Other workshops will
discuss study hints for the math
section of these tests, vocabulary
building skills, and basic' writing
skills.
.
:
. .
5
Varied Programs Of Classical Music
Featured In Recent Guest Recitals ;
.
by LISA VICKERY '
- Within the past week, the Music
Department sponsored three
different guest recitals.
Unfortunately, only a few students
took the-- time to cash in on the
musical wealth they offered. -'- - .
A recital of four hands at one
piano was given on Saturday
evening by Elizabeth and Elliott
Borishansky, Professors of Music
from - Oenison. Their program
opened with two Mozart pieces,
the Sonata in C Major and the
Andante mtf Variational.
Ravel's Mother Goose State
1 Black Americans is comparable to
a race on a track. Discrimination
forces black people to run in the
far outside lane of the track while
white people more accurately
white males run in the inside
lane.. This is thought to be "true
equality." In reality, however, the
black person - must run much '
farther than the white person just
to "stay even on the track.''
Affirmative action is like the
staggered start m track: black
people in the outside lane appear
to be given a clear advantage over
white people in the inside lane. But
such is not really the case. That '
"advantage' that black people
appear to be getting through the
staggered start or affirmative
action is really only an equalizer. It
merely compensates for the fact
people stiD musinji
greater instance Because or
Cuscrirriination.
I look forward to hearing
student, faculty, and administra-
tive reactions to -- these twelve
proposals. Thanks for your
"
consideration. ' r". ,
;
: --
.
-
-
; Paul DeMarco
'
.
".
' ADVERTISEMENT -- -, -- . . .
LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK :
I w3 s no deadly rnedkane Id anyone M asked, nor suggest such counsel, and alike
" manner, I unfl not give a woman a pessary to produce abortion. . - --r .
- Oath of Hippocrata
C ABORTION FACTS
Tt was,repubiwe to watch Eve fetuses being packed in ice v4ubst2mctng and trying
to breathe, than beinq rushed to a laboratory." Upon her request to be excused from
helping with such abortions, she was threatened with" "being fired, harassment,
-- intimidation, restrictions in assigned duties," and finally quit her job.-- . ,- -
T -
. ,
.
. . Testimony, Mrs. W. Pick, anaesthetist
i - '''-r-i .'. . 2; Peraisyaxinio Abortion Commotion
"
WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT TO LIFE BOX 835, WOOSTER, OHIO
, ,
264-528- 9 v..'--
:
'
EMPAC Eiatercwncy Prtjnanry Aid 1-419-52- 6-1372 MANSFIELD .
.
.
FREE Preonncv Hodi 1-SO0-34- 4-7211 . . ; ,- -
' nlbf frsttinrtctooor with this ad.
" was then performed in the original
piano version.-- ' Last month the
, Cleveland Orchestra had
the orchestrated-- ; performed --
version of the Suite at their annual
concert here in McGaw Chapel.
The - pianists had the- - skill that
enabled them to put the variety of
texture that is built into an
orchestra, onto a keyboard. -
Michael SobienskL violinist,
displayed his patience as well as
his talent on Sunday afternoon.
During the opening Beethoven "
Sonata, after one crying child was
" carried out of Mackey Hall,-anoth- er
child . began. In the
unaccompanied violin piece by .
J.S. Bach that followed, Mr.
Sobienskfs page turner fumbled,
: scattering music on the floor and
leaving the artist dependent on his --
memory. The violinist,' with eves
closed,: finished the movement
flawlessly,. -
: Asif the first problems were not
.
enough, during the final piece, one
of Sobienskfs bow strings broke, '
not necessarily hindering tone, but
being one more added distraction
and annoyancfe'M-go'- - riguoniU)
A group' of four -- Yugoslavian '
musicians whose names - are
beyond English adaptation,
performed a concert collectively
as the Zagrab String Quartet on
Tuesday ; evening. - The Quartet
played three scheduled pieces
which - were chronologically .
organized; Mozart. Beethoven
and Smetana. Whether for then-ow- n
personal enjoyment or ;to-iHustra- te
their gratitude for the ;
applauding audience, - the , four .
T&maa?.tXi stage foflarCencofe??
The Ovorak encore should have
been performed in place of the first
: subdued Mozart Quartet, for it
would have made a much more
impressive irrtroduction. The
encore, as well as the Smetana - .
composition, had more channels
for displaying the ZagrebQuartet's- - technical and
interpretive talent.
' The'concert-rnaste- r and principal
violinist of the Canton Symphony
Orchestra performed a joint guest-facult- y
recital with Darner Winter
of Wooster's Music Departments-- ;
- In spite of, or perhaps because"
of a series of mishaps that plagued
Jhe musician, the concert was very
entertaining. Scnething unex-
pected happened during each of --
the concert pieces that tried Mr.
r Sobienski's concentration. Even ,
so, the problems that arose never,
succeeded in interfering with his
performance.
.
;ficHINeS RESTAURArrr f
: Fine Chinese and ,
Arnerkxn cuisine
Cany our cMaflobfe
514 East Liberty Street
; Wooster, Ohio
Phone 262-295- 3
J
Round Table Discussion
Analyzes Nuclear Power
cont'd, from pg. 3
could not handle this, as many as
-- 100 -- square miles could, as a
' consequence be rendered
'
-
- uninhabitable. ' " " r . .
Here Gordon Whitney entered
.1 the discussion, stressing that there
are rnaximumperrnissabk limits of
- radiation that can be withstood by
: ; the human being. There . is,
according to Whitney, enough in
.
- these potential - meltdowns to
. contaminate the entire country,
v and "the atmosphere up to ten
miles." The " probability of a
; meltdown is so great that as the
number, of plants expands, one
: could be expected every twenty
- years.. V": Tj" .'.i : ::
Kieffer promptly inquired as to
,
.
the source of that information and,
r upon hearing the answer, --
scornfully termed Ralph Nader
"an immoral person," an audacity
.' that brought hisses '.and Mother
vehement expressions of horror'
-- ' from his more righteous listeners.
Kieffer ; here reminded , his
.
. listeners of tbe inescapable -- ;
(although consistently evaded)
fact that everything involves a
benefit risk." There is radioactivity
.
in cod equal to and in many cases
; in excess of. that contained in .
nuclear' power. Reinheimer
-
'. furthered this statement with the
question: "How safe is safe?" To
reach a state completely free from
risk is to attain death.
The next question raised was:
To what extent did the incident at
Three Mile Island stem from a
desire to maximize profit? Hustwit
responded lhat 4be, Harasbwg-compan-y
stood to . lose half a :
million dollars each day they
remained closed. Do people who
have a profit at stake," Hustwit 5
asked, have the right to make'
theseidecisions? " -
Kieffer returned that there is
"no phase in life in which you are
not the Victim of profit-grabbin- g
industry.". Nevertheless,' Hustwit
rejoined, does ", that necessarily
'justify its continuance? --
.The general. response was that .
profitseeldng'a'characteristk;
.
notnJmitedyto ..nuclear energy
. plants. It applies to every business,
including uSe coal industry. "
BurneD then stepped --in to
incorporate the economic
aspects. While we are concerned
with improving j economy" and
increasing GNP, we must also
1 sJ)):
764 Pittsburgn
- Avenue :.
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
"Hade to Order - Chese. PepperonJU Sausage,
l&uhrooau. Anchovies, Peppers,' Onions
Unbaked pizza to go . . -- '
: Also Serving Italian - American Foods
xrnu&xxn to wworaij;
Coras See Vb: VT- - -- A- v:-- ; v- - r- -
Wec2ca-Cp.m.-la.m- :
take into account the "tradeoff
.
costs." If we. are to maintain a
"clean environment" we, must
necessarily give up the idea of
maximizing - economic, growth, --
Nuclear energy is "economically
feasible." but what are its social
costs?...
.
The floor was then opened to
questions. . The first ray of
intelligence on the part of the
audience was emitted by Marcus
PohJrnann, professor of political
science. His feeling is. that it is
better to maintain the environ-
ment than to . run the risk of
"saddling future generations" with
unsolvable problems. His solution ' '
was that we "ration energy," and --
when asked just who would do the :
rationing, his response was that
.
we would do so "coltectively." The
consent of society, Pohlmann
promulgated, is unnecessary. All
that is needed are laws- -
commanding obedience. He
.
was
reminded by Reinheimer that such --
tactics had. already been
implemented,., and rather
unsuccessfully, in the form of
prohibition and the fifty-fiv- e mile
speed Emit - - '
r The discussion came to a close
with a comment bw Dr.
Reinheimer on an aspect perhaps
too often disregarded in the furor
arising from the use of nuclear
energy. "The risks are there. But
what are the risks of not using it?"
iui i uiuiiii r luyituu a ilia yuaiici "
"The . Boys . Village College
Volunteer Program is hurting,"'
according to Mr. Bob Maruna,
head of volunteer services at Boys
Village. Participation at the Village
by Wooster students dropped
markedly by the end of the last
quarter, especially in the tutoring
program. Often, for the eight
programs scheduled, only three or
four students would come out, and '
a tot of guys who had been waiting
would go back to their cottage let
down and disappointed.' '-- ". - :
- If you want to help with the
:
tutoring program and can commit
yourself to a couple of hours every '
week for the entire quarter, your. --
help would be greatly appreciated.
k t
5 FrL Sat-Cp.rn.-2a.- nl. .: --r-ji'Cuniay Carry-Ou- t Oiily 5-1- 2, Closed Tues.
5
McKee Directed Multi-Medi- a Show
Hiy CHRISTOPHER HENLEY
Last quarter, Barbara McKee
directed an excellent production
of Susan Griffin's play. Voces in
the Wishart HaD .TV Studio.
Voices was the college's first mult-
imedia production.' The live
performance was viewed not only --
on stage but also on three closed
circuit TV sets. Occasionally,
prerecorded sequences were
broadcasted during theperformance.."
McKee's production provided a
thoughtful manifestation of the
--JZZZtHl i 2 '
Contact Lori Juhn, ext. 359, if you
are interested in tutoring Biology,
English or Math. There are also
several guys interested in guitar
and would like instructors. These
classes are held on Monday and
Tuesday evenings.
Please try to find time this
quarter for the guys at the Village.
Outside volunteers mean a lot to
them, and -- the volunteer
experience can mean a lot to you.
Brenner's Easter
Specials
Slacks only $1 00
'"
with the purchase of a Sportcoat
(slacks to $20 value)
Disco Shirts only 100
with any Disco Suit by Lee or Levi
NOW THRU SATURDAY
" 116 LUberty5t. Ph. 262-677- 6
reriner Bros.
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text. Her five actresses aD
remained on stage the entire time,
moving around but with no direct
interaction. Their individual voices
relating their personal experiences
were isolated voices, coming from
the group of isolated women,
always in motion. The effect was
reinforced by the pans and fades of .
the video monitors. The
movement then became slower
and co-ordinat- ed when me women
spoke together.
The video equipment was also
used to broadcast 15 minutes of
TV commercials at the beginning
and end of the play, to
demonstrate the barrage of media.
Wtt& thaf affect womenV lWeslJ.
This1 was interesting to watch, but
it seemed to be imposed on the
play, rather than springing from
anything in the play. The camera
also solved the-proble- m of staging
in the round. When a speaker was
blocked, she could always be seen
on the TV screen.
- The production's only
drawback was the hurried pace.
Each of the actresses could have
taken more time, varying the tone
of the play throughout the
evening.
WHICH W
10 THAI KUOEAR
WASTE BOUTlflN
PROJECT?
Nevertheless, the acting was
consistently good. Becky Beyer's
portrayal of Erin, a potential
suicide, was moving and
authentic. ..Mary Biedler was
effective as Maya, giving the play
its most electric moments. Cyncfi
Raftus caught the play's humor in
her well-balanc- ed character of
Kate. Catherine McQueen acted
with warmth and convincing
maturity as Grace, who nved a life
of inner-struggl- e. The least
credible character, Rosalinde, was
enthusiastically given life by Sue
Reed.
Designer Arthur AMs and
Technical Director Allan. Johns
ihom betdfriMeri&aitir the deft'
technical production as well as for
creating a viable stage out of the
television studio. Credit should be '
given to Liz Barker for providing
such apt costumes and to Mimi
Hedges and Debra Allbery for
their assistance to the director.
For Him for Hsrl
NEW-VOG-UE
--2 ) STICK PINS
by jf
Cdtir4 Pearl H.00
Gold rillad Oold Filtad
12.S0 with Diamond20.OO
Very unusual and
very fashionable
Anson's Stick Pins
(2jPare the latest hit with
the young fashion
crowd, just right on
scarves, ties or ascots. An
unusual gift to your favorite he
or she. Gift-package- d.
THEJEWTLBOX
120 E. Liberty
Wooctcr
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Sslf-Detemiine-cL Hours
Endorsed
cont'd, from pg. 1
'" smafl program house, a coed small
.
program house, --or - off-camp-us
living.
The questionnaire - provides
'
.
twenty-si- x different Bving options; "
however, it is Ekely that not all of
these options will be available.
Morrison plans to check the
results in terms of the space
available on campus to help
determine how students will be
blocked. A problem with the
system occurs when only one or
two students "accepted into a
program want college determined
hours, making it impossible to
block them into their first choice '.
dorm. "We are doing each ,
program option at a time," says --
Morrison. "Tf there are only two or
three people who do not want self
determined hours we call these
people up and tell them that they --
have a choice of either accepting
the visitation policy of the dorm
International Dance
Festival Tomorrow
. . In Lowry Ballroom
; Babcock and LSAwiO present an
I International Dance Festival on
this"; Saturday evening, April 14.
' Here is your chance , to observe
' and learn folk dances ' in an
: informal atmosphere. Dances of
Romania, Scotland, Japan, Israel,
' Greece and Mexico, including
such popular dances as the Samba
- and the polka will be demon--
strated.Cornehaveagoodtimein
the Lowry Center Ballroom at 9
FREE ADMISSION
ON RT. 30
Vi MILE EAST OF
by Students
where they were accepted, or else
applying to another program, cr
going through room draw.". The
procedure for clubs and sections
varies from this.-Eac- h club and
section will receive the number of
its members who want limited
visitation and each will determine
how the area it is alotted will be
blocked.
:
- Blocking for room draw under
this system will not be determined
until all other options have been .
decided. Morrison stated, "We '
hope to have rooms blocked so ,
that we can publish it one week in
advance to room draw.
Unfortunately this is the way it
works out, but results would not
be accurate any other way."
When asked if the Dean's staff
had any specific plans for blocking'
the campus, Morrison responded,
"We have three plans in our heads
and wfll have to make a decision at
some date whether based on solid
numbers or not." Questionnaires
.
not returned from . off-camp-us
students and also the problem of
'
waiting - .for, or guessing the
responses of next year's freshmen
wfll make the final decision harder.
"The plan would also be
inaccurate if people change their
minds. For -- this reason, it is-- ;
necessary to hold students to the
response they made on the
questionnaire," stressed;
Morrison.
.The Dean's staff also wishes to
emphasize that although the new
Code of Social Responsibility has
been approved by the President
and the Trustees, it doesnot ooj
'-
-'into effect immediately. ! --"
TUESDAY
NIGHT
- IS
COLLEGE
NIGHT
1 8 AND OVER
Classified
Advertisements
Classified advertising is now
available in the Voice at a special
Economy rater 15 words or less.
51; 25 words or less, 1.7:. W
for each additional word).' Send
payment with ad to Voice, box
B 187 by Xuesday oeiore
pubfication
.
.
":t HELP WANTED -
To the' artistically inclined: The
IWooetet Voice' would Eke to
print your cartoons and graphics.
Submit ; drawings, caricatures
andor cartoons to the Voice, box
3187 now and in the future.'
WRITERS WANTED! Interested
Sn news, features, sports or foreign
language' writing?- - No .experience
(necessary, although literacy is(required: Contact Lisa Vickery,
cq the Voice, box 3187.
.
SERVICES
ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Moderate fee,
ADC accepted 513 West Market
St. Can toft free 1-800-362- -9150.
264-- 9 T 53
WHEN YOU SHOW YOUR VALID
COLLEGE I.D.
Dancing 9--2 v
Sunday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Sat.
t Open for private parties on Thursday. .
WOOSTER it . . .
' ? Classified '--; -- .
7 Advertisements '
:
.
'-
-.
" continued '
FOR SALE Z v
CONTACT LENS WEARERS-
-.
Save on brand name hard or soft
lens V supplies. Send for free
illustrated catalog. Contact Lens
Supplies, Box 7453, Phoenix,
Arizona 85011. . '
.
PERSONALS
Happy Birthday, All I'd Eke to help
you celebrate in some remote city,
, but it's too inefficient. .
Happy Easter to my Hoboken
Honey. Love and kisses Kiddo.
Congratulations OATS for a HeD
Week that displayed brotherhood
instead of degradation. From a
concerned independent. ..
Interns Gain
The off-camp-us study programs
available
.
to Wooster students
have the ability to broaden the
scope of education by extending
beyond the classroom. One ofthe
most neglected and yet extremely
rewarding off-camp- us study'thany people arid ideaslhat 1 never '
- programs ottered oy 'Wooster s
the "Ethics & Society" program. A
' great number of students have
been mislead to believe that all off--:
campus - options," with the
exception of Urban Studies, are
foreign ' language - programs in
Europe or Latin America. The
"Ethics & Society" program,
offering more ', than a dozen
different placements in a variety of
locations at different costs. Can be
a valuable part of a student's
educatkxvvocahcrai,experience
and personal growth.--- ' ':.
This fall, a group of Wooster
students participated as interns in
New York City, New Jersey,
Boston and Washington. Then-progra- m
choices covered a
spectrum of ' .experiences and
encounters, but all. participants
SmithvIIIo tnn
.1C9 West Main .
Smithy!!!
'. v Shpt Moa. thra Than, mmd Strdy 9:30 to 5t30
.
--
.
FRIDAY EVENINGS Uadl 9K p.atv ;:
Deporl
v Serving Wooster;
and e6unty ?
v Slre 1879 11
Four npois'pfV-V--'--- :
Meh'i' Wxnen'i and Qiildie v : '
Apporet ond Home Furnishings
V.a MVmvA
0.5 Increase j
Not So Bad?
V cont'd, from pg. 1 ' !
cut back; Howard Raber's food !
budget could- - be. reduced.
Wooster could follow the practice , '
of other colleges in seeking to
make a profit on the food service
by providing poorer quality. The ;
academic program ' could be I
reduced. The College, Baird
asserted, felt this to. be the "best
possible
.
compromise", in - a )
situation in which "all the answers
are bad ones." One major fact j
seems - to be generally agreed :
uoon: the nature of the academic' 1
program cannot be altered in an
effort to decrease costs. "If we did "
that," Copeland stated, "we'd lose ;
our reason for existence.". - ... .
Experience
agreed ' that what was obtained
could never have been found on
campus. OneF participant stated
that, "My : placement was a
challenge to my business goals and
to myself. I came in contact with so
would have met up witrr n inadn t!gone off campus." --! 1
.
An informational meeting, t
. designed to introduce the "Ethics
& Society" program to potential :
' candidates ' will be held " next
. Thursday eveiiin& April 19i" at 70A- - I
D.m. in the Library Lecture Room.
' AO students interested in an off-camp-us
study are encouraged to
attend. The program's credit is
: equivalent to that of a' regular?
three-cours- e quarter and interns -
are graded on a SNC basis. A ,
iarhplihg of v fhe" different
internships that will be offered for:
- Fall 1979 is listed below: '. j
'Common Cause; Washington, .
; D.C.
.
--
:
--
.
.
- ;
.
- a w 1 1 1 Ioreaa - ror in? vyonqi.vyWashington, D.C.
. .Seven Hills ... Neighborhood
Houses; Cincinnati " j .
'""-Dayto-
n
Oty . Commissioner'sfOffice;
fi
"
- South Central Ministry;
Minneapolis, Minn;
'-C-
arnpus Ministry; 'Drake LW-'fAersit-y;
DesMsinetowJr- -
ment Store
deAav
Good lZerchanCs Our Cuslaen And Pleasure not 1S79
Putlle Sqoarsv Wooster. Ohio ...
bv HANK SPEEDY
Jfs a good thing Mother Nature
doesn't compete in the OAC
It's been cold; it's been damp;
it's been rainy, and we haven't
seen much of the sun,"
commented Wooster baseball
coach Bob Morgan after weather
.
forced the cancellation of three
games last week. 'r
: - The Scots did not remain idle,
however. A quick call brought the
Ashland .College nine over for a
tune-u- p double-heade- r on
,Saturday, -
The Scots lit sparks in the first
inning.: Bill Colvin led off with a
single and went to third on Russ
, Crawford's base hit. Tim Basflone .
knocked both across with a timely ;
double. After two had been
retired, Tim Kelly hit his' fifth
double of the year to drive in
; BasHone.- - The Soots had taken a
quick 3-- 0 tead. " ;:v; .."
Ashland retaliated in the second
inning. Three straight hits off Scot
pitcher Mike Knox produced a run .
.
for the Eagles. ,However, a fine,
double play, engineered by .Bob,'- -
; McFaddenaB Colvin stoppedvL
the; threat,--
.u ticr -- v;-v: tf-if,- t ;'
-
- The Scots also scored in the
: second. McFadden walked and
stole second base. The catcher's
Poses: A;Threat
throw --sailed into center field and
McFadden took " third. Colvin
.slammed his second hit, and Mac
came across -- with run number
four. - -
.
-
A costly error led to two Scots
runs in the fourth. Freshman Paul
Slane led off with a single. Colvin
was hit by a pitch. The Eagles'
second baseman fielded Russ
Crawford's grounder and threw to
the short-sto- p covering second
' base. But the shortstop misplayed
the ball and Slane scored. A bases
loaded walk issued to Walt
Vanderbush later in the inning
brought Colvin in from third.
" Pitcher . Mike Knox silenced
Eagle bats the remaining three:
innings, as the Scots won the
opener, 6-- 2. - : '
Walt Vanderbush pitched a
three-hitte- r to give the Scots to a 5--.
2 win in the nightcap. .
--
.. Colvin led off and walked. He
stole second and took third after
another wild throw by the catcher.
Vanderbush helped his cause with
a two-ou-t runcoring triple. Harry '
Eberts singled and the Scots were --
up by two runs. Laterin the fifth
inning, freshman Bob Schmuck hit
a two ' out double. - Basflone
brought Schmuck home with still
another timely hit.'"- - t
sizzling fastball, but his curve has
been his bread and butter pitch
this year. '', :
--
::'-,w
"He's been able to get his curve
ball over with more consistency
; ooservea coacn txx morgan.
Russ agrees. . --v.:"
"My curve has been moving real
wen," said Crawford. '
Kansas City, Philadelphia,' San
,
Francisco, and Cincinnati scouts
.
have been keeping tabs on the
Stow, Ohio, native. But Crawford
is not ready to jump in to a pro
career yet .
"I'd like to take a shot at it (pro
career)," 'said Crawford, "but
school comes firsts" .
."theslswflr be scribbling
notes when Russ takes to the
"mound ' tomorrow to face
conference rival Ohio Northern in
the first game of an important
double-heade- r. The action begins
on the Wooster diamond at 1:00.
Russ Crawford Strikes 'Em Out as
Major League Scouts Keep Watch
The name Russ Crawford is
appearing more and more in major
league scout iVotebooks.
The junior lefthander
... has.
posted -- some impressive
PQnDWCCSi iilstyiaSio he3Jlthisv"iharjthjipastJ
boasted --O O Yecord1 w 1 O ni 1 l J . . ri . m m - rr 1:-- an S-- 2 and-- e 2.97
ERA; He had 76 strikeouts in 78
innings. He , completed nine of
- twelve starts. For his efforts he
was voted an NCAA All District IV
and All-Ohi- o Conference pitcher.
- He' is better this year.
He is 4-- 0, and his ERA is a
phenomenal 0.60. He has rung up
49 strikeouts in only 30 innings and
has allowed only nine hits. He
'
struck out eighteen batters in one
game in Florida.
.,
:
.
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,
- Vanderbush coasted on the
mound, but ran into trouble in the ,
sixth. A walk and a double gave
the Eagles runners at second and
third. An error led to one score,
and a slow rolling grounder
' permitted another. - "
The Scots got both of the runs
back in their half of the inning.
Freshman Chip Furlong made his
first collegiate hit a big one, a 345-f- t.
home njn over the left field
fence. Mark Kraus followed with a
double and scored when Jim
"Rabbit" Herold's fly ball was
dropped by the centerfielder.
Vanderbush retired the Eagles
.
1-2-
-3 in the seventh to end the
game.
.
The Scots play host to Ohio
Northern tommorrow in a very
important OAC clash.
;
.
...
Scot Rackctmen
Suffer Losses
by AL LAVE - .
" With one , starter absent .
because of a leg injury and another :
because- - he missed the bus, the --
Scott lost to Capitol, 4-- 5. Second
and third doubles had to be
rearranged because of the missing
player.;; - .
Dve' Wardlaw and Walid
Khouri, playing together for the'
first time, lost at third doubles 5-- 7, --
1-6.
- Paul Wardlaw and- - John
Thomas, playing together
occasionally in practice, managed
to grab a Scot victory with a 6-- 3, 6-- 4
win at second doubles. At the top
doubles spot, the pair of Carl '
Shafer and Al Lave found the
going rough is they lost 3-- 6, 1-- 6. -
bounced back as Dave Wardlaw
won at second 3-- 6, 6--2, 6-- 1 and
Andy Levinson won a tough match
at the third position 6-- 4, 7-- 5.
Capital then evened the match at,
3-- 3 with its first singles player
prevailing over Paul Wardlaw 6-- 4,
6-- 2.
. .
Evidently feeling the pressure,
Al Lave (fifth) and Walid Khouri
(sixth) both lost their first sets in
dose tie-breake- rs. Lave then lost
his second set 4-- 6; but, Khouri .
kept the Scots' hopes alive as he
trounced his opponent 6-- 0. The
match was soon over, however, as
Walid ran out of gas and lost 3-- 6.
Though the team had lost, John
Thomas kept the team score
respectable with a well-playe- d 6-- 4,
7-5-
" victory at fourth singles.
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ALL-OHI- O CONFERENCE pitcher Rum Crawford warming up
for tomorrow's first game Photo by Ron Emlmr.
Linksters Sixth
In Marietta Tour
'
" by MIKE SMITH
' Bad weather couldn't keep the
College of Wooster golf team from --
competing during the weekend.
When the Ashland Invitational was
cancelled, the team traveled south
and. placed sixth in the Marietta
Invitational Tournament.
Wooster's score was 410. Jack
Pico paced-theScot- s. with,, 77.
Scott Eisentrout and Bill Boone
had 81's. Andy Stewart scored an
85, and Dan Keman carded an 86.
Glenville State captured first place
with a 390 score.
The Marietta course was very
hilly, which made it difficult
, to
Judge distances," commented
Scot coach Bob Nye. "We played
well considering it was a course we '
had never played on."
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Haririers
- by JIM VVTLKINS ,
The College of Wooster track
' team made its best showing in nine
years in the Ohio Athletic
.Conference Relays by finishing
tied for sixth in the 14-tea- m field at
Otterbein College Saturday.
Baldwin-Wallace- .- upended
.defending champion Mount
Union by finishing with 92 points,
followed by Ohio Wesleyan (81),
Mount Union (76), Otterbein (60),"
Ohio Northern (27), Wooster and
Wittenberg (23), Denison (13),
Capital (10), Marietta (9), Kenyon
(4), OberHn (1) and Heidelberg (0). ;
Tm really pleased with the --
results," said head coach Jim
Bean. Tm only sorry we didn't
catch Ohio Northern after they
had beaten us so soundly in a dual.
o
4
t
The key to having money,
later is with saving now. We
can help you with one of our
many savings plans. Let
your money grow so it can
unlock tomorrow.
Fint if? Federal
mf Wmttr .x
181 ClfrfW Rd
April 13, 1979
Impress At OAG
meet last week.: --
- The discus team of juniors Todd
Lamb and Blake Moore and senior
co-captai- n Don Bordine came -
. through with a second-plac-e finish
as did the triple jump relay' of .
freshman Tom Marquette and 'juniors . George Anderson- - and -
- John Ferenchik.
"Our discus people pulled a real
surprise,"
.
Bean said. Their
throws were way below normal,
but no one. was throwing well
because of the conditions.''
'Throughout the meet tempera-- .
..tures were in the 30s and late in
the day snow began to fall
I - The- - triple, - jumpers were
another pleasant surprise," Bean
.
"admitted. "We had to compete --
without King Lewis, but the guys
?. picked up the slack and turned in
some good jumps." ' '' ? '
For The Record:
C i4,.tsinrla.; :
Wooster " athletic teams have
enjoyed success in Florida in the
past,' and this year was no
exception. -
The baseball team sported a
remarkable 15-1-- 1 record on the
peninsula.' Bob Morgan was given
the game ball following a 4-- 3 win
over Lee College, commemorat-
ing his -- 100th win" as a college
coacru The Scots' posted an 8-- 7
'victory over Division -- 1 Xavier
University. The only blemish was
the Scots' 5-- 3 toss to Florida Tech. i
- -
The men's lacrosse team posted
a fine 4--1 record. The Scots played
aD five games against quality teams
from the East Coast, the hotbed of
lacrosse jn the U.S. Coach; Art
.Marahgfs crew recorded wins '
over Trinity, Tufts, St. Peters and
Wesleyan,
.
but suffered its only
defeat, by a 15-- 9 count, to Williams
College. -
.The golf team faced some '
formidable opposition in the
Florida Invitational Tournament,
and finished fourteenth in the,
event. However, coach Bob Nye .
feels the team accomplished its,
goal in Florida.
"We achieved what we wanted
toT said Nye. "We wanted to
develop a good, full swing, and we-dkJtha- t"
.
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- WoosterV , most
.
impressive
performance was turned in by the
mile relay quartet of soph Ron
Strine, senior Steve Crawford andjuniors Lou D'Angelo and Bo
.
Loeffler. Despite the cold weather,
they ran their fastest time of the
.
year, 3:262, to finish fourth in the
final event of the meet The Scots'
sprint medley of Loeffler,
D'Angelo, Dave Dorinski and Jeff
Rice finished sixth, as did the 800
meter relay of Tim Jackson, --
Dorinski, Keith DeBoard and
Loeffler. - . .- -
Wooster's lone breakthrough in
the distance events came in the
6400 meter relay s where Jim "
Wilkins, John Johns, Kevin Quinn
and John Carwile placed sixth in
18:54. -.- .- :
"We surprised a few people with ,
our finish,'' Bean said. "But I have
the feeling " we're just barely
scratching .--. the surface. r We're
really starting to roll."-- . ,
Lacrosse
by KATHY MAJESKI
' The Women's Varsity'Iacrosse
team defeated Kenyon last.
Thursday by a score of 5-- 2. Early in
the game senior Carol Bowers
scored on a quick shot Kenyon
retaliated quickly --with two goals,"
.
before 'Lori McGonagle tied the .
score with an assist by freshman '
Sandy Stratton. At this point
coach Kathy Fitzgerald made
several position changes. Kenyon
was unable to score again, and the
.score was tied 2-- 2 at half-tim- e.
.The Scotties' attack spread out '
in the second half. Sandy Stratton
Scored ori aH uhderarhi shovel
shot, and Carol Bowers on a fast
break. Wooster insured a victory
on a goal by freshman . Kim
-- Corrigan, who received a pass
from Sandy Stratton. Beth Sperry 1
played an outstanding game in
goal, making 17 saves. --"
.The J.V. Scotties tied Kenyon 3-- 3,
with goals by Kathy Seaman,
Anne Freeman, and Karen Virgil.
The women's lacrosse team was
again victorious Tuesday
afternoon. They trounced Oberlin
by a score of 10-- 2. First half goals
were scored by freshman Sandy
Stratton, Lori McGonagle, King
Corrigan with Carol. Bowers
assisting, and Lisa Seward on a
ground ' ball. : At half-tim- e the
Scotties were ahead 4--0.
Wooster began the second half
with an offensive outburst. Carol
r.:3T
There IS i. u. m
NATL DENTALftffference!!
Fdr fcrformrtio Pleat tall:
371-003- 5 (collect)
14055 Cedar Road
Cleveland, Ohio
Oust off 1-2- 71)
GEORGE MULLER scored three goals, leading Scots to a 10--8
victory. Photo by Amy Sancetta. S- - '
' by JAY KELLER '
"The men's lacrosse team
boosted' its rec6rd'j to.' 3-- 0 on
Women Win
Bowers," Kim Corrigan, .Sandy
Stratton' and
.
Lisa Seward all
scored OberEn scored two quick
goals at the end of the game."
Tracey Hancock had 8 shots on
goal, ' and : ' Kirsten Muyskens
played an outstanding defensive
game. I Coach Kathy - Fitzgerald
was "very pleased with the play."
-- The J.V. Scotties posted their
first victory, defeating OberEn 7--1.
In the first half goals were scored
by Karen VirgiL' Anne Freeman,
"and Linda Buda. Wooster led at
halftime 3-- 0. Junior Kathy Seaman
scored 4 goals in the second half.
'JENNIFER LONGSWORTH
. Earlier this week a few members
of the Scottie - women's tennis' ,
team suffered injury on their way
to the University of Toledo
' '. (see story, pg. 1) ,
The rest of the team is back at
Wooster hoping to get back on the "
courts to prepare for their match'
on April 14 at Malone. --
.
" Last year the team recorded 6
shutout matches and finished with
a 10--1 record The Scotties also
won the Ohio Small College
Tournament, placed second in the
Midwest Regional Champion-
ships, and 11th in the.AIAW
National Charnpionships;- -
..-Returni-
ng
from last year's roster
are senior Pam Hampton, three- -
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." . ; .v,;v:-i- . '. . : ."- - 8--9 Sunday
Saturday with a 10--8 win over the
Cleveland Lacrosse Club at Carl ;
Dale field. " --
.
-
v-
-
- Wooster showed signs' of
- excellent play but still lacked the
r--" consistency that they will need to .
beat the top teams. "We did not
' have the synchronized midfield
" shifts that we need," stated coach
. Art Marangi.'; j tU Scoring forine --Scots were
George Mdler, 3 goals, one assist?
Dave Baldwin, 3 goals, 2 assists, :
' John Pizzarelli, 2 goals; Duncan --
.
Berry, 1 goaL 1 assist; pin Beattie, "
1 goal; and Scott Baxter, with 2 ;
'
assists.- - V;...'' ' : ' - "
.
. ,
;
Wooster's success is surprising
a lot of people. A scout from Ohio .
Wesleyan
.
attended Saturday s i
game. It was the first time in years
the Scots have warranted a
scouting visit from that OAC
powerhouse. , "
Hopeful
year letter winner moving into the
first singles slot, and sophomore
.'Audi Wynn," winner of the fourth
' singles , spotv, in the Ohio
" Tournament. Nina Gordon, "
winner of third singles and owner
v of the regional title, will not be
back this season due to her recent
injury. ; v ." . :
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